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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN 
 

Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of “The Tiger”. 

 

As we approach the end of the third of the centennial years of the Great War and pause 

to reflect on the commemorations the past twelve months have seen, it is perhaps an 

appropriate time to also remember the changes to the hierarchy of the main Allied nations  

one hundred years ago this month. 

 

 
David Lloyd George 

In Britain, the heavy casualties of the 

Battle of the Somme had rocked the 

nation and public confidence in the 

conduct of the War had fallen. David 

Lloyd George began conspiring with 

Conservative members of the 

Coalition government to remove  

Prime Minister Henry Herbert 

Asquith from his seat in the War 

Committee, a proposal that made  

Asquith’s position as Prime Minister 

untenable. He resigned on 5th 

December, being replaced by Lloyd 

George two days later.   

 
Herbert Asquith 

 

 
General Joseph Joffre 

In France, further changes were  

afoot. For French politicians, the  

contrast between Commander-In-

Chief General Joseph Joffre’s slow, 

repetitive battering-ram attacks on 

the Somme and the quick thrusts of 

General Robert Nivelle in the later 

stages of the battle for Verdun had not 

gone unnoticed.  Joffre was no longer 

the hero of the Marne, particularly as 

his neglect of the defences of Verdun 

were now widely known and the huge  

casualty lists of both that battle and 

The Somme had led to the same  

 
General 

Robert Nivelle 

disillusionment that Asquith had faced in Britain. Joffre blamed General Ferdinand Foch 

for the situation, but both were to pay the price. Joffre was replaced as Commander in 

Chief by Robert Nivelle on 12th December and Foch forced into retirement.   

 

Arguably of even greater significance, particularly as a purely political event, was the 

assassination in St Petersburg on the night of 30th December (17th December by the Julian 

calendar in use in Russia at the time) of Russian peasant and supposed faith healer 

Grigori Rasputin. One of the most notorious figures in Russian history, Rasputin wielded 

considerable influence at the Imperial Court, particularly with Empress Alexandra,  
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considered by many to be his lover. The truth was far more complicated and involved the 

young heir to the Romanov crown, Tsarevich Alexis. Unbeknown to all but those on the 

closest of terms with the Imperial Royal family, the youngster suffered from haemophilia, 

the “bleeding disease”, with no known cure, inherited from his mother, the Empress. 

With the Russians revering their Emperors as near 

god-like figures, any announcement of this affliction 

would weaken the monarchy in the eyes of the people 

and had, therefore, to be dealt with behind closed 

doors. Grigori Rasputin, with his calm manner and 

almost hypnotic eyes had gained great influence at the 

Imperial Court by his ability to assist the heir 

whenever he suffered internal bleeding. One theory is 

that by calming the frantic heartbeat of the terrified 

child, less blood was therefore pumped into the 

damaged area and recovery was consequently quicker.  

 

Rasputin, however, chose to abuse his position and 

soon began to exert a considerable influence over the 

Empress and, by default, over the Emperor himself.         
Grigori Rasputin 

The Russian Court was horrified by the actions of this common peasant and one of them, 

Prince Felix Yusupov, led the group of nobles responsible for his subsequent murder.   

 

The effect of all these “changes at the top” would be revealed as 1917 progressed. One 

hundred years later, following the resignation of John Sutton as Branch Chairman at last 

month’s A.G.M., we at the Branch also face a change in hierarchy. As incoming 

Chairman, I am confident that, with the continued support of you all, we can continue to 

meet our own aspirations and pay tribute to those whose sacrifice we exist to remember.  

  

Finally, as I wish all our readers a Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year and may I 

also thank you all for your support throughout 2016.  

 

 

D.S.H. 

 
 

 

Our cover photograph this month is “Christmas 1916: an Australian Observation Post 

near Fleurbaix, on the Somme front”, painted by William Barnes Wollen. 
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PARISH NOTICES 
 

 

 

Your Committee Members  
are: 

 

David Humberston 
 Chairman  

 

Valerie Jacques  
Secretary  

& Newsletter Editor 
  

Paul Warry 
 Treasurer 

& Website  
 

Angela Hall  
Events   

 

Roy Birch  
Promotion  

& War Memorials 
 

 

 Our Branch Website Address is: 

www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com 

 

 

 
 

BRANCH MEETINGS 
The Elms Social & Service 

Club, Bushloe End,  

WIGSTON, Leicestershire, 

LE18 2BA 

 7.30 p.m. 

 

19th December 2016  

  Guest Speaker:  

Jonathan Capewell 
- 

“Two Great War Officers of the 
Leicestershire Regiment”  

+ 

CHRISTMAS  

QUIZ & BUFFET 

 

2017 
 

30th January 2017 

Guest Speaker:  

Jim Walton 
- 

“A General’s Son”  

 

27th February 2017  

  Guest Speaker:  

David Humberston 
- 

“Not Missing, but Here -  

  The Men of the Menin Gate ”  
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MRS KEPPEL’S MEDALS 

by David Humberston 

 

A recent newspaper article that may have caught the interest of our readers, particularly 

the medal collectors amongst you, was that announcing the sale by auction of the medals  

awarded to Mrs Alice Keppel, famed mistress of King Edward VII and great-

grandmother of Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, on 8th December. Of particular interest 

are the Great War trio included in the lot, which includes the 1914 (“Mons”) Star.  

 

Alice Keppel’s “association” with the King, culminating in a summons to his bedside at 

Buckingham Palace as the monarch lay dying in May 1910, is too well known to warrant 

repeating here. With her status in society gone, Alice  and her family left the country for 

almost two years, travelling to Ceylon and China. When they did return to London, they 

took up residence at 16 Grosvenor Street where, freed from financial worries by the 

generous provision made for her by the late King, Alice entertained lavishly until the 

outbreak of the Great War in 1914.   

 

  
Alice Keppel Her Great War Trio, Coronation Medals of 1902 

& Jubilee Medal of 1935 

 

Alice Keppel was 46 years old when the War began but, with her husband, the 

Honourable George Keppel, immediately joining a City of London volunteer Battalion, 

she was equally determined to contribute. She joined her friend, Lady Sarah Wilson, with 

the British Red Cross Society to assist in the running of a field hospital at Etaples, on the 

French coast. Lady Sarah, incidentally, was born a Churchill, being aunt to Sir Winston 

and was the wife of Gordon Chesney Wilson of the Royal Horse Guards. He was killed in 

action near Ypres on 6th November 1914 and he is buried in the churchyard at Zillebeke, 

often referred to as Aristocrat’s Corner. 

 

By early 1915, Alice Keppel was back in England, but her period abroad entitled her to 

receive the 1914 Star, eligible for civilian medical practitioners, nursing sisters, nurses and 

others employed with military hospitals, who actually served in France and Belgium on the 

establishment of unit of the British Expeditionary Force between 5 th August 1914 and 

midnight of 22nd/23rd November 1914.  
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Alice’s family did not emerge from the conflict unscathed. Her husband, George, 

continued to serve, concluding the War in command of the 2nd/5th Highland Light 

Infantry. His nephew, the Honourable Albert Edward Keppel, a Lieutenant in the 2nd 

Battalion Rifle Brigade, fell on 31st July 1937, the opening day of the Passchendaele 

Offensive. 

 

 

Alice’s only brother, Sir Archibauld Edmonstone, 5th 

Baronet of Duntreath, lost his eldest son and heir, 

Lieutenant William George Edmonstone of the 

Coldstream Guards at Lesboeufs on the Somme in 

September 1916. Another nephew, Major James 

Horatio Hope of the Highland Light Infantry, was 

wounded at both Mons and Loos before falling at 

Kut-El-Amara (Mesopotamia) in April 1916.  

 

In 1927, the Keppels left London once more for Italy, 

to the outskirts of Florence, where Alice continued to 

be a celebrated hostess. Italy’s entry into the Second 

World War brought a hasty return to London where, 

according to one source:  “to hear Alice talk about her  

Lt. William George Edmonstone escape from France, one would think she had swum 

the Channel, with her maid between her teeth”.  

 

The Keppels returned to Tuscany after the war but within two years Alice, “the most 

colourful living reminder of Edward VII’s scandalous love life”, was dead, dying at 

Bellosguardo on 11 September 1947. Her personal objects, including the medals, were  

then placed in a black strong box and deposited in safe custody with Drummond’s Bank 

(now part of the Royal Bank of Scotland group). The box remained unopened until the 

death of Alice’s youngest daughter, the Hon. Mrs Sonia Cubitt, in 1986, when the contents  

were subsequently sold by Sotheby’s. It is Sonia Cubitt’s daughter, Rosalind, who is the 

mother of Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall. 

 

An expected sale price for the five medals was estimated at between £2,000 and £3,000, 

but the auction house have kindly confirmed to me that the higher price of £5,500 was  

reached. Whether this is due to the “royal connection” or the presence of a 1914 Star 

within the group must remain speculation.   
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A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
 

Private Leslie George Rub was 23 years old when he 

enlisted in the Australian Army in August 1915. As a 

Carpenter, he was quickly transferred to the 2nd Battalion, 

Australian Pioneers, serving in both France and Belgium 

and being wounded at Bullecourt. 

 

On 22nd September 1917, Private Rub and other men from 

his Company were constructing a road on the outskirts of 

the Ypres Salient, between the Broodseinde and Westhoek 

Ridges. Wounded by shrapnel from German artillery fire, 

Private Rub died from his wounds the following day and 

was buried at The Huts Cemetery on the outskirts of  

Dickebusch village.   
 Leslie George Rub 

Amongst the personal papers returned to his family was a diary and the following poem, 

apparently written in France sometime in 1916. Whilst lacking any great literary merit, 

it does contain the famous humour so necessary in trench warfare: 

 

 

Christmas Day on the Somme 

 
’Twas Christmas Day on the Somme 

The men stood on parade, 

The snow laid six feet on the ground 

’Twas twenty in the shade. 

 

Up spoke the Captain ‘gallant man’, 

"Just hear what I’ve to say, 

You may not have remembered that 

Today is Christmas Day." 

 

"The General has expressed a wish 

This day may be observed, 

Today you will only work eight hours, 

A rest that’s well deserved. 

 

I hope you’ll keep yourselves quite clean 

And smart and spruce and nice, 

The stream is frozen hard 

But a pick will break the ice." 

 

"All men will get two biscuits each, 

I’m sure you’re tired of bread, 

I’m sorry there’s no turkey 

but there’s Bully Beef instead. 

The puddings plum have not arrived 

But they are on their way, 

I’ll guarantee they’ll be in time 

To eat next Christmas Day." 

 

"Your parcels would have been in time 

But I regret to say 

The vessel which conveyed them was 

Torpedoed on the way. 

 

The Quartermaster’s got your rum 

But you may get some yet, 

Each man will be presented with 

A Woodbine Cigarette." 

 

"The Huns have caught us in the rear 

And painted France all red, 

Pray do not let that trouble you, 

Tomorrow you’ll be dead. 

 

Now ’ere you go I wish you all 

This season of good cheer, 

A very Happy Christmas and 

A prosperous New Year." 
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CENTENARY CALENDAR 
 

JANUARY 1917 
 

 1st - Britain: General Sir Douglas Haig 

made a Field Marshal. King George V 

wrote him a handwritten note ending: "I 

hope you will look upon this as a New Year's 

gift from myself and the country". 

3rd - Portugal: A convention with Britain 

regulates Portuguese participation in the 

Western Front. Troops of the CEP (Corpo 

Expedicionário Português) to be integrated 

into the BEF. 

7th - Portugal: The Independent Heavy 

Artillery Corps (Corpo de Artilharia Pesada 

Independente, CAPI) created to respond to 

French request for artillery crews. Under 

Portuguese Superior Command, unit is to 

operate 25 heavy artillery batteries. 

8th/9th - Egypt: British forces, commanded 

by General Sir Archibald Murray, begin to 

clear Turks from Sinai Peninsula. They win 

important victory at Battle of Magrunte in 

capturing some 1600 Turkish prisoners and 

a handful of artillery pieces. British losses 

number 487. Murray begins to plan 

invasion of Palestine beginning with 

Turkish-held ridges stretching from Gaza 

on the coast to Beersheba in the interior, a 

distance of 20 miles. His ultimate objective  

is Jerusalem. 

9th - Mediterranean: H.M.S. Cornwallis 

sunk by torpedo from U-boat U-32 60 

nautical miles east of Malta with the loss of 

15 souls; Mesopotamia: Battle of Khadairi 

Bend fought as a prelude to main offensive 

at Second Battle of Kut. Overseen by newly 

installed regional Commander-in-Chief Sir 

Frederick Maude, it was intended to 

undermine Turkish defences at highly 

fortified loop in River Tigris along left 

bank. British progress good in face of 

impressive Turkish opposition. 

11th – Mediterranean: HM seaplane carrier 

Ben-my-Chree sunk by Turkish artillery 

whilst anchored at recently occupied Greek 

island of Kastellorizo. She holds distinction 

 of being the only aviation vessel, of either 

side, to be sunk by enemy action during the 

War. To this day she also holds the crossing 

speed record from Liverpool to Douglas, by 

a steamship, at under three hours. 

19th - Mexico: German diplomatic 

representative receives secret telegram 

penned by German Foreign Secretary 

Arthur Zimmerman. It suggests forming 

defensive alliance with Mexico if US 

declares war on Germany. Telegram 

concludes: “Mexico is to reconquer lost 

territory in New Mexico, Texas, and 

Arizona”. (These US states were historically 

administered by Mexico, then a Spanish 

Colony.) Message also suggests that Mexico 

should encourage Japan, which has plans to 

carve out an empire in the Pacific, to join the 

Central Powers. Unbeknown to Germany, 

the British intercept and decode the 

sensitive message.  

20th - East Africa: General Sir Arthur 

Reginald Hoskins succeeds General Jan 

Christiaan Smuts in command of British 

forces, East Africa. 

22nd - USA: President Woodrow Wilson 

calls on all combatant nations fighting to 

agree to “peace without victory.” British and 

French reject the offer finding some of the 

demands made by Germany unacceptable.  

27th - USA: General John Pershing, who has 

been in charge of 4800 US troops attempting 

to capture rebel leader Pancho Villa in 

Mexico for some 10 months, is ordered to 

return to the United States. 

31st - Germany: After many months of often 

acrimonious debate, government agrees to 

launch unrestricted warfare campaign. This  

allows the 111 U-boats currently available to 

sink any vessel at will. They believe Britain 

will be starved into surrender within five 

months and recognize that diplomatic 

relations with US will sour if their neutral 

vessels are sunk.  
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD 

 

 

  

 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT BRANCH MEETINGS 

WHILE STOCKS LAST 
 

 

 

AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS 
An Open Day for viewing the Memorials has been arranged at 

 

 

 
 

 

for 

SATURDAY  

28th JANUARY 2017 

at 

The Chancel,  

Rear of All Saint’s Church, 

Highcross Street, Leicester 

from 11.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. 
 

Further information is available from Project 

Director, Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on 

denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk.  
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SUNDAY 

29th JANUARY 2017 

 

 
  

 

 

INFORMATION SOUGHT!  
 

Mr Dave King of Leicester is researching the role of the  

CHURCH LADS BRIGADES IN THE GREAT WAR 

 
The Brigade contributed two Service Battalions of the King's Royal Rifle Corps whose  

members were comprised entirely of past and present members of the Church Lads' 

Brigade. If anyone can provide information on either individual Brigades or  

individuals who served in them, please contact Dave on 0780 0746121 or email him on 

dave1960king@hotmail.com 
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WITH THE CROIX ROUGE FRANCAISE  

AT VERDUN 

(PART II) 
by Roy-Anthony Birch 

 
At the end of my opening instalment we found our Old Wyggestonian sheltering overnight 

in a rat-infested barracks where, as he reported, he “slept fairly well”.  One only hopes 

that this former Leicester scholar, now serving with a motorised unit of The French Red 

Cross, appreciated his comparative good fortune.  For even as he wrote to his father in 

March 1916, just three weeks into the battle and with the French, as they saw it, striving 

for national survival, by far the worst of the fighting was still to come in the Great War’s  

longest and bloodiest struggle.  Rare indeed were campaigns in which men suffered 

greater degradation and yet, somehow, in part, endured. 

  
Even at a relatively safe distance, however, the situation became increasingly dire.  Given 

strict orders to wear their tin helmets at all times and now getting “into the work properly”, 

the ambulance unit was instructed “to keep 50 metres between each car because of enemy 

aeroplanes”.  The writer was about to experience the terrors of intense bombardment 

with his unit serving a dressing station set on rising ground with such cover as had existed 

extensively denuded by shellfire.  Regarding the enemy aircraft, he wrote; “Taubes came  

over and either located us, or some of the 

batteries round us.  They went away and 

then, soon after, the enemy guns opened 

up.  Shells dropped in the woods below and 

above and all around.  I think the most 

horrible sound I have ever heard is the 

whistle of a shell as it flies through the 

air.  Horses and men began to be bowled 

over, all around, and even the hardened 

French lay down under their carts and other 

bits of shelter.  One told me he would much 

prefer the first line trenches for safety.  This 

went on for three hours, and then, our 

English officer told us to clear out one at a 

time and as quickly as possible.  You bet we 

lost no time about it, and within an hour-and-

a-half of our leaving the place was declared  

 

 

untenable and was evacuated by the French”. A German Taube (translating as “Dove”) 

 

Here, I must pay tribute to the roles played by animals during the Battle of Verdun since 

thousands went through as much torture as any combatant on either side.  While on route  

to take command in late February 1916, General Pétain saw for himself how horses 

regularly skidded off icy roads to send guns and ambulances alike careening into ditches  

or feted shell holes, only to be left foundering and grimacing horribly where they 

lay.  Even at this early stage, Pétain estimated that 500,000 fighting men and 170,000 

animals to maintain supply lines would be essential to secure the Citadel; a figure that  
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rose expeditiously as the Battle wore on.  So much became dependent on horse as well as 

manpower, with the main railway line into Verdun severed by hostile artillery and road 

and a secondary rail link being relentlessly attacked.  Neither were the German’s horses 

spared similar suffering.  Some 7,000 were reported killed in just one day, with 97 

slaughtered en masse by a single French projectile. 

  

Our Old Wyggestonian, meanwhile, found accommodation in a riding school in yet 

another barracks “where the cars were all lined up with their backs towards the walls but 

about ten feet from them”; the space in-between being the unit’s new sleeping quarters.  “It 

was unpleasant and unhealthy in the extreme.  The floor was bare earth on which we put 

clean straw and then stretchers to lie on.  But the atmosphere consisted more of burnt oil, 

half-burnt petrol, and stale humidity, than of proper air.  Cars were in and out all the time 

so there was a continual racket, making sleep in the daytime almost impossible”. 

  

With the unit transferred to a dressing station closer to the trenches, its ability to “assure 

the service” came increasingly under threat.  Being deployed at night, the writer urged 

his father to “Imagine the traffic at the Bank of England all squeezed into a 12 or 15 foot 

road, deep in mud, with never a light on any vehicle, and you have some idea of the job.  It 

was no uncommon sight, after the traffic had passed, to see odd men and horses laying dead 

in the road.  One time, I saw either five or six men in a group near the middle of the 

road.   We had wounded on board and our business was to get them safe to the hospital.  So 

we always drove on and left the removal of the corpses to those whose business it was”.   

  
Such testimonies recall the dogged devotion to duty of non-combatants in war.  Greater 

even than the stoicism of the ambulance drivers, perhaps, was the steadfastness of 

stretcher-bearers attached to either side.  Was there ever a more poignant example of 

unsung heroism in the field, as men stepped and slipped and stumbled over Verdun’s  

violated terrain?  Battle lines were swiftly obliterated in the Hell that was Verdun, while  

trench systems, where they merited the description, rapidly disappeared.  The German’s  

initial onslaught of February 21st and incessant artillery exchanges thereafter created a 

pitted and pock-marked landscape: one in which troops became disorientated and 

cohesiveness was lost.  Then there was the gas, the bullets, and the Shrapnel, in addition 

to the weather: perishingly cold in February, glutinously wet in April, and swelteringly 

hot in June.  And how was one expected to put on a gas mask while carrying a 

stretcher?  That wounded men were found at all and brought to something approaching 

safety was by dint of extraordinary courage.  Their prospects for survival, however, were  

often bleak at best.  Medical facilities were manifestly inadequate from the outset and 

nauseatingly overcrowded throughout: medicos and nurses were invariably 

overwhelmed.  One of the grimmest duties falling to members of The Croix Rouge 

Francaise was to ward off rats from hospital courtyards where those beyond hope, by the 

hundred, were literally put out to die.  

  

If there were any deserving of greater admiration it was the cuistot; drawn from the 

lowliest ranks of French non-combatants and habitually treated as such.  Charged with 

delivering the rations to the foremost positions – ill-defined as they were, theirs was one 

of the most dangerous and a truly thankless task.  I might want to say that I cannot 

imagine what it was like.  But in all humility, to an extent; I can.  Picture them now, in 

total darkness, save for shell bursts etc., for the most part crawling on all fours in parties   
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of five or six and largely in silence, literally 

weighed down with up to a dozen flasks of 

wine strapped to their waists and a score 

or more loaves lashed to their torsos like 

bandoleers.  Perhaps one can understand 

the less than appreciative reception from 

front-line troops, no doubt as wretched 

and exhausted as the cuistot 

themselves.  For all too often, the ration 

parties which actually arrived brought 

punctured flasks, spilt wine, and bread 

besmirched with all manner of filth and 

human and animal detritus; unfit for 

consumption, but eaten none-the -

less.  The cuistot regularly completed 

round trips of up to 12 miles per night with 

A French Cuistot (translating as “Cook”) 

in a cartoon of 1917 

little more to show for them than the 

curses of their supposed comrades: scant 

reward for their superhuman efforts, and as if they hadn’t already been humiliated 

enough. 

  
Hundreds of French troops and dozens of pack animals perished at Verdun in September 

1916, not as a direct result of enemy action but through accidental circumstances which 

should easily have been foreseen but were probably ignored.  Where explosives, 

ammunition, and petrol, are stored close together and within arm’s length of exposed 

electricity cables, the result is likely to be disastrous.  So it proved in the disused railway 

tunnel at Tavannes, near the fort of the same name, running for some 1,400 yards under 

the Meuse Hills, east north- east of the Citadel.  The tunnel had been a vital operational  

centre for months, housing several senior command posts and offering a comparative ly 

safe communications trench, plus a barracks for up to 4,000 men and an underground 

hospital.   Although the cause of the almost inevitable explosion is uncertain – so few 

credible witnesses survived, it seems likely that a stack of rockets was somehow ignited 

and triggered an all-consuming chain reaction.  Bunks and benches were hurled in all 

directions as men fought to outrun the inferno.  Flailing and dismembered limbs, both 

animal and human, stunned stampeding men and impeded the progress of those seeking 

to escape; while those who did, fell prey to German batteries monitoring the tunnel’s  

mouth.  Precise casualty figures are unlikely ever to be known.  What is certain is that 

First Aiders and other medics were among more than 600 who were either asphyxiated 

or incinerated in this subterranean tomb.  

  
These were some of the horrors of the Battle of Verdun.  I shall touch on its aftermath 

and pay tribute to some of its participants – some who survived and some who sadly 

didn’t, in a final instalment in the New Year. 

 
 

TO BE CONTINUED 
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    CONTACT US 
 

We thank once again to those readers who contacted us following the production of 

previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments are valued and welcomed and we are always  

open to suggestions as to what you, our readers, would like to see included/excluded.  
 

All articles reproduced in this newsletter are accepted in good faith and every effort is 

always made to ensure accuracy of the information given. It should be noted however that 

the opinions expressed by the contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor, her 

associates or the Western Front Association. The Editor reserves the right to amend, 

condense or edit any article submitted although the full version will be available, via e -

mail, upon request.  Anyone wishing to submit material is more than welcome to contact 

us by e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk 
 

 “We very much value your continued support” 
 

Valerie Jacques (Branch Secretary & Newsletter Editor) 

David Humberston (Branch Chairman) 
 

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE. 

 

 

 

A 
Merry Christmas 

and 

a  

Happy New Year 

to all 
our  

Readers 
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